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Arcing test on an aged grouted solar cell coupon with
a realistic flashover simulator
Jean-Michel Siguier, Virginie Inguimbert, Gaël Murat, Denis Payan, Nicolas Balcon

provided by KIT (Japan), we will presents two secondary
arcing test setups with more realistic flashover simulator.
Results are compared to other test campaign performed with
the same kind of coupon.

Abstract— We have performed arcing tests on an aged
grouted solar cell coupon provided by KIT (JAPAN) under
NEDO grant. Aging is simulated by electrons, protons and UV
irradiations combined with thermal cycling, corresponding to 10
years in geostationary orbit (GEO).

II.

Arcing tests are performed with a European standard setup
implemented with two different flashover simulators. Instead of
using a large capacitance corresponding to the missing solar
panel surface, we have implemented two more realistic devices:
(1) 2.4 m2 Kapton surface charged in inverted potential gradient
(IPG) mode which releases an average flashover current of 6A
peak during 200µs and (2) RLC circuit, deduced from European
EMAGS3 study (large flashover on 8m2 solar array panel). This
circuit is connected between the solar array simulator (SAS) line
and the surrounding environment with a ring-shape electrode
which releases an adaptable flashover current of 5A peak during
600µs (average values).

The coupon is made up with 3 strings of 3 triple junction
solar cells where gaps (about 0.5mm) are filled with RTV
adhesive grouting and aged with a combination of electrons
and protons irradiations plus thermal cycling representing 10
years in GEO (Fig. 1). This coupon and the aging process are
very well described in [3].
Visible defect of RTV are cracks, holes and shrinkages in
the gaps, discovering partially solar cell edges (Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable.).
For these tests, all the metallic parts of the coupon are
protected with a 25µm Kapton film except the gap under test.

Results present occurrence of different arc types versus
current/voltage SAS values. A comparison is made with other
tests, on a similar coupon, performed by U.S. and Japanese labs
and also with comparable coupons without grouting.

III.

SETUP

A. Facility
All the tests are performed in the JONAS facility, located at
ONERA-Toulouse, which is a 9m3 vacuum chamber equipped,
for these tests, with a plasma source (Kaufmann type) and
several measurement devices such as transient current probes
and CCD camera.

Keywords—ESD; electrostatic discharge; solar cell; arcing;
secondary arc, grouting.

I.

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION

There are two topics in this paper. The first one is to
determine if aged grouting is as efficient as pristine grouting
for primary and secondary arcing protection. The second one is
to search for a more realistic secondary arcing test setup.
For grouting efficiency after aging issue, our results have to
be compared to those of [1] and [2] as a kind of round robin
test. Concerning the secondary arcing test setup, the way to
take into account the missing part of the solar array is to add a
capacitance representing the missing solar cells. But this is not
satisfactory because the discharge capacitance current is not
representative of the in-flight flashover current, in terms of
amplitude and duration: (1) few tenths of A for a discharge
capacitance compared to less than 10A for a full solar array,
and (2) few tenths of µs for a discharge capacitance compared
to several hundred of µs for actual flashover duration, such as
determined in [3].
Therefore, after describing an aged grouted coupon

Fig. 1: Tested aged grouted coupon
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C. Flashover simulator is a RLC circuit
In this second setup (Fig. 5), the missing part of the solar
array is simulated by a RLC circuit which provides a flashover
current between the honeycomb and the coverglasses through a
ring electrode set at few cm of the coupon (Fig. 6). Theoretical
flashover current shape is shown in Fig. 7. This flashover
simulator has been developed and tested in [3].
As in the first setup, two adjacent strings are connected to a
double SAS and the coupon is charged in IPG mode to trigger
ESDs and, if so, secondary arcs.

Fig. 2: Visible defects on aged grouting

Fig. 3: Test setup with Kapton film as flashover simulator
Fig. 5: Test setup with RLC circuit as flashover simulator

Fig. 4: Example of flashover shape with 2.4m2 Kapton

B. Flashover simulator is a Kapton film
This first setup is a typical secondary arc test setup where
the missing part of the solar array is simulated by a 2.4m2
aluminized Kapton surface. Two adjacent solar cell strings are
connected to a double solar array simulator (SAS) set to
different values. The first SAS is set to 0.6A and the second
SAS provides the complementary current when a secondary arc
starts.

Fig. 6: electrode of the RLC flashover simulator
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The coupon and the Kapton film are charged in inverted
potential gradient (IPG) mode: they are biased with a high
voltage source and their surfaces are neutralized with the
plasma source. Electrostatic discharges (ESD) or primary arcs
are detected with the blow-off current probe (iBO). Values of
Varc, i2+ and i2- currents indicate the triggering of a secondary
arc.
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Typical flashover current of this flashover simulator is
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 7: Example of flashover shape with a RLC circuit
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IV.

RESULTS

A. A Flashover simulator is a Kapton film
We have recorded several ESD for each SAS step. Vbias is
set between --300V and -1200V in order to have a discharge
every 10s approximately.
We began with a first series of tests presented on TABLE 1.
We got a lot of primary arcs starting from Vbias=-300V up to 1000V. For the three SAS settings, all the primary arcs were
located at the same cathodic spot and because there was no
unprotected adjacent solar cell edge, no secondary arc can be
triggered as we can on Fig. 8. So, we hid with a piece of
Kapton tape this spot and started a second test series.
Results are summarized in TABLE 2 where arc type (NSA,
TSA or PSA) and maximum arc duration are specified for NSA
and TSA.

Fig. 9: current and arc voltage values during a TSA

They show that a PSA occurs at 120V-2.4A. This PSA,
manually stopped after about 1s, did not create short-circuit in
the coupon between the strings and between the string and the
honeycomb, so we carried on with the test and got another PSA
at 300V-2.4A. Fig. 9 shows current and arc voltage values
measured during the first PSA. The effects of the two PSA are
visible on Fig. 10.
TABLE 1: Results of first test series. Flashover is Kapton film
SAS setting

Arc type (maximum duration)

120V-(0.6+1.8)A

10 ESD with no arc

200V-(0.6+1.8)A

10 ESD with no arc

300V-(0.6+1.8)A

20 ESD with no arc

Fig. 10: picture of the two PSA on the grouted coupon
TABLE 3: results of arc discharge. Flashover is a RLC circuit
SAS values

Arc types (maximum duration)
5 NSA (580µs)

60V-0,6A
120V-0,6A

Fig. 8: effect of cathodic spot sputtering of solar cell edge with 600µs NSA
TABLE 2: Results of second test series. Flashover is a Kapton film
SAS setting
120V-(0.6+1.8)A
200V-(0.6+1.8)A
300V-(0.6+1.8)A

Arc type (maximum duration)
10 ESD with no arc
1 PSA
10 ESD with no arc
2 TSA (280µs)
1 PSA

2 no arc

4 NSA (600µs)

180V-0,6A

5 NSA (650µs)

240V-0,6A

5 NSA (630µs)

120V-0,6+0,4A

2 NSA (680µs)

3 TSA (1,25ms)

120V-0,6+1,4A

1 NSA (580µs)

4 TSA (320ms)

180V-0,6+1,4A

5 TSA (190ms)

240V-0,6+1,4A

5 TSA (600ms)

60V-0,6+2,4A
120V-0,6+2,4A

5 no arc
1 PSA

B. Flashover simulator is a RLC circuit
For this test, we have used the other gap, still pristine, of
the same coupon, after removing the part of cells in shortcircuit with the honeycomb.
We have triggered 5 ESD for each SAS step. Vbias is set
between -500V and -1000V for the same reasons as the first
setup. All the results are summarized in TABLE 3. PSA occurs
at 120V-2.4A, short-circuiting the cells and the honeycomb.
Fig. 11 shows current and arc voltage values measured during
this PSA.
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(Before tests)

(After tests)
Fig. 12: picture of a part the gap before and after approximately 10 TSA

(Gap width enhanced)
VI.

We have performed secondary arcing tests on an aged
grouted solar cell coupon using two kinds of flashover
simulators providing current peak and duration corresponding
to the discharge of a complete solar array surface and so, more
realistic than a discharge capacitance.

Fig. 11: current and arc voltage values during the beginning of a TSA

Lab.

TABLE 4: arcing test results of different labs
Arc type
SAS
(maximum duration)

KIT [1]

100V-2.4A

TSA (66ms)

NASA-GRS [2]

100V- 2.2A

TSA (>2.6ms ?)

120V- 1A

TSA (1.25ms)

120V- 2A

TSA (320ms)

120V- 2.4A

PSA

ONERA
(this work)

V.

SUMMARY

Results show that aged grouted coupon is not protected
from primary arc because aging uncover large parts of solar
cell edges. Secondary arcs (NSA) occur at relatively low SAS
value (60V-0.6A). Sustained arcs (TSA) are triggered at higher
SAS value (120V-1A) and permanent arc (PSA) is established
for a SAS value of 120V-2.4A.
There is no discrepancy with other labs tests performed on
the same aged grouted coupon considering they have got TSA
for the same SAS values.
Considering these results, our flashover simulators do not
favor PSA occurrence even though all arc durations is several
hundred of µs.

DISCUSSION

The interest to be as realistic as possible for secondary
arcing test was born when we find that it was possible to have
large flashovers on complete solar panel surfaces [3] and that it
was not satisfactory to simulate the corresponding amount of
charges released by a capacitance added to the satellite
capacitance Csat because it supposes a flashover peak current of
several tenth of Amperes. The two flashover simulators
presented here are approaches to go in this way.
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